Marysville City Manager Randy Fernandez was involved in a pedestrian traffic crash last week, which resulted in injuries to a 12-year-old girl. Fernandez was traveling southbound on St. Lawrence...

Traffic affected as police investigate train crash ...

The City conducted a traffic study in April of 2018 to evaluate the impact on vehicle movements in the area. The study found that the average daily traffic volume on Jersey Avenue in both directions and on Erie Street heading northbound is less than one additional vehicle each minute.

Pedestrian - Wikipedia

Also, pedestrians are required to cross five lanes of traffic on Main Street and loading buses and vehicles can impair visibility. “I think anyone who is a motorist has seen people almget creamed there,” Councilwoman Rachel Richards said.

Livermore Web - Transportation & Traffic

LODI, Calif. (KTXL) — Union Pacific reports a man was killed when he was struck by a train Tuesday night in Lodi. Around 7:15 p.m., a spokesperson for Union Pacific says the train hit the ped...

Pedestrian Killed In Traffic Crash | City of Lakeland

Pedestrian Killed In Traffic Crash LAKELAND, FL (July 4, 2020) - On Friday, July 3, 2020, at approximately 7:38 p.m., a ... southbound on Harden Boulevard in the outside lane of travel, approaching the intersection of Town Center Drive.

Pedestrian deaths on the rise in Philadelphia - WHYY

Pedestrian zones (also known as auto-free zones and car-free zones, as pedestrian precincts in British English, and as pedestrian plazas in American English), are areas of a city or town reserved for pedestrian-only use and in which most or all automobile traffic is prohibited.

Aspen officials sign off on four major traffic and ...

COVID-19 Update: Our staff is working without interruption during this time. Please do not hesitate to call, email or chat with us.

IACP Excellence in Traffic Safety Award | International ...

Crash summaries include details that show all the ways in which city traffic can become deadly. Some reports mention drivers who were speeding, while others mention vehicles that were not traveling at a safe speed. Examples of how traffic crashes are reported include:

Dallas is a city built for drivers at the expense of pedestrians. It doesn't keep either safe. Relative to population, the city ranks fifth worst in the nation for pedestrian fatalities. It's a...